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About This Game

Morphê is an ambient, music-making game set on peaceful, beautiful mountaintops.

Explore gorgeous low-poly environments, activating 200+ unique bits of music at mysterious obelisks, to create your own
ambient music. Find cassette tapes with field recordings, or discover environmental objects to add to your symphony of

relaxation.

Record the music you make directly to your computer for repeated listening on your smart phone or in your car, or for the more
musically inclined, add your own custom audio to the game and make something even more unique.

Morphê features three biomes - winter, desert, and alpine, with more secret features and locations coming in future updates.
Escape from the sensory overload of modern videogames and immerse yourself in the beauty of music and minimalist art.
When left idle, the game becomes an ambient music visualizer, perfect for leaving on in the background while you relax.
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Like all ppl say buggy game, i just cant enjoy playing it
And it makes you use powers to mutch ,gets boring fast
But the buggy problem is the worst
i heard developers droped the game ,so it will never gate update
So skip this game
Relly shame ,it looked really fun :/. I went into this game ready to be completely critical of it, and I was pleasantly surprised.

Don't expect the 2nd coming of Mario 3, but the controls (with a controller) are surprsingly responsive; its the player's inability
to control the momentum that leads to resets.

Give it a try, you might be pleasantly surprised as I was. :D. Great classic! Hours of time wasted at work! >.<. best pc version of
smash bros,I like it very much cause the characters is unlock by playing.
the dlc is also worth the money since all the characters are unique especially the zombie
very recommended for people that want a simple non combo wombo fighting game. Short but VERY interesting. Worth playing
to see if you can get all the endings.. Unfortunately there's only 5 "Exposure Levels" but they are pretty damn fun anyways!
Would be super awesome if the spiders started to climb on you and interact with the hands in the game. Maybe not worth the
money but I personally liked it very much since I'm super scared of spiders :)

\/RadiCarl

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=udVm6c1A10k.
AAAAAAAAWESOOOOOOOOMEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Surpringly challenging game. I was extremely frustrated playing most of it, but eventually finished it.. I honestly didn't really
care for this game. In these sort of things it's important to have an engaging and entertaining main character. And I just spent
most of the game feeling like the protagonist was kind of a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665bag to be
honest with you. Not exactly Monkey Island, although to be fair a lot of the puzzles and stuff were alright.. Neat puzzlegame for
your puzzlefuzzleness...nutbuzzle. Both this game, and the game with which it is bundled, the chaos engine are broken and
worthless. The chaos engine crashes on start up, and speedball crashes a few seconds into the unskippable intro.. The game has
yet nothing to offer. No Content.

It's a multiplayer only game without players...

Maximum price in my opinion: 0,10\u20ac. This DLC is not working on my game, i've watched videos on how to start it but i
do not have the " help the outcast" on my quest line??? what am i doing wrong???
. A very enjoyable puzzle game.
The graphics are charming and suit it perfectly.
Puzzles are challenging but not unreasonably hard. (Currently have gold on all available levels)
A must buy for puzzle lovers, especially for the price they want.
Waiting eagerly for the upcoming levels.. Not bad. Not good. Wish it was more challenging.

Why the Boss would stand up to Lucky Luciano over people he just met is beyond me.. Fantastic game, improved every way
from the first one, 100%.. can't even open a bloody account for this game, the sign up page creates an infinite loop and you cant
contact support without an account either.

After a massive struggle trying to contact the game support, they were able to help me create an account. All of this is now
useless, because something happened to the game and everyone's characters lost ALL their skills progress. If you logged in
within a week after it happened, you were given some tomes to redo it all, but I missed that week and besides, playing as a
healer is way too much of a chore to REDO EVERYTHING. I just logged in to check and I literally have a CS1 healer standing
there with literally no skills in the kung fu menu. Everything has to be rebought, then relearned then retrained in the field.
Uninstalling this rubbish right now!

Avoid this game. If you even manage to open an account, there is absolutely no guarantee that your character is safe. You can
literally lose all your progress out of the blue and have nothing to show for it. You've been warned!
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